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Residual dipolar couplings for pairs of proximate magnetic
nuclei in macromolecules can easily be measured using high-
resolution NMR methods when the molecules are dissolved in
dilute liquid crystalline media. The resulting couplings can in
principle be used to constrain the relative orientation of molecular
fragments in macromolecular systems to build a complete struc-
ture. However, determination of relative fragment orientations
based on a single set of residual dipolar couplings is inherently
hindered by the multi-valued nature of the angular dependence of
the dipolar interaction. Even with unlimited dipolar data, this
gives rise to a fourfold degeneracy in fragment orientations. In this
Communication, we demonstrate a procedure based on an order
tensor analysis that completely removes this degeneracy by com-
bining residual dipolar coupling measurements from two align-
ment media. Application is demonstrated on 15N–1H residual di-

olar coupling data acquired on the protein zinc rubredoxin from
lostridium pasteurianum dissolved in two different bicelle
edia. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: NMR; order matrix; bicelle; rubredoxin; protein
fold.

INTRODUCTION

The measurement of residual dipolar couplings betw
protein backbone nuclei can provide an alternative to N
information in the determination of protein folds (1–8). These
measurements can constrain the relative orientation of m
ular fragments regardless of their separation in space, a f
considerable value when studying loosely connected pr
domains or backbone segments of proteins that are sep
by unassigned side chain atoms (5, 6, 9). However, relativ
fragment orientations cannot be uniquely determined fro
single set of residual dipolar coupling measurements, no m
how numerous the measurements (6, 9–11). This limitation

ltimately arises from the multi-valued character of ang
ependent residual dipolar coupling function,
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whereu is the angle between the internuclear vector and
magnetic field (1, 12). For a single residual dipolar coupli
measurement, it is easy to see that one can only constra
orientation of an internuclear vector into two “cones” of
entation (10). More measurements restrict solutions to in
ection of cones but a single allowed solution is never fo
10).

Using an order matrix analysis of multiple measurem
rom noncollinear vectors within a single fragment, it is eas
how that uncertainty in orientation reduces only to a four
egeneracy (6, 9, 11–14). In this analysis, residual dipolar co
ling measurements are used to determine the five indepe
lements of a symmetric and traceless 33 3 order matrix
11, 13). These five parameters can be reformulated in term
n alignment of axes (three angles) for a principal order fr
nd values of a principal order parameter (Szz), and an asym

metry parameter (h 5 u(Sxx 2 Syy)/Szz)u) (11, 13). Because th
order parameters are themselves insensitive to axis inve
there are four possible ways to direct axis in an alig
right-handed principal axis system (6, 11, 13). We show her
that this degeneracy can be simply resolved by solving
order tensors in two different alignment media.

Bax and co-workers previously argued for the utility
measuring independent sets of residual dipolar couplin
reduce orientation degeneracy using the cone model (10), and

lore et al. implemented this idea in a simulated annea
rotocol which simultaneously uses constraints from NOE
5). In this protocol the axial and rhombic components of

alignment tensor (2 parameters) are commonly estimated
a large distribution of residual dipolar couplings (15, 16) and
the orientation of the order tensor (3 parameters) is allow
float during structure refinement (5). They demonstrated th
inclusion of an additional set of residual dipolar coupli
increased the precision in structure determination of the
domain of streptococcal protein G by 20–30% (5).

The potential impact of resolving orientational ambiguit
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even greater for an order tensor approach to structure de
nation because this approach can be implemented with
total dependence on orientational data as opposed to NOE
(13). Here, structure determination is based on aligning
cessive, fragment-centered order tensor frames. While 2
ments can be assembled with a 4-fold degeneracy, degen
rises to 4n21 whenn fragments are to be assembled (11, 12). So
far, degeneracies resulted from using the order tensor app
have been resolved by either using modeling studies or i
sion of a minimal number of useful NOE constraints after
fact (6, 9, 14). Here we extend previously presented o
tensor analysis strategy to resolve this degeneracy iss
using two sets of independent residual dipolar couplings
sured in media giving two noncoincident order tensors.

This order tensor approach is illustrated in Fig. 1, where
have cut a molecule into two molecular fragments (MF1
MF2) and determined an order tensor and principal align
frame (x, y, andz axes) independently using residual dipo
data from each fragment (11, 13). Since we are not interest

FIG. 1. Resolving orientational degeneracy using two noncoincident
tensors. (A) The four possible ways to assemble two molecular frag
using a single order tensor frame from alignment medium 1. Note that
the molecular orientations MF2o, MF2x, MF2y, and MF2z will always be
distinguishable for nonsymmetrical molecules, the designation “o,” “x,”
and “z” is arbitrary. (B) The orientation of the order tensor frame (x9, y9, z9)
using alignment medium 2 from the point of view of the molecular orienta
shown in Fig. 1A. Only one of the four possible orientations (MF2x shaded in
black) has a coincident order tensor frame with MF1.
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in average molecular orientation of the entire molecule, we
arbitrarily choose one of the four allowed frames determine
the first medium as a reference structure (top of Fig. 1A).
can align each of the possible frames for MF2 in this med
with the reference frame by rotating the fragments (botto
Fig. 1A). This gives four possible ways to assemble MF1
MF2 into a structural model and only one of these possibi
corresponds to the correct structure.

In order to determine the correct orientation from the
possibilities shown in Fig. 1A, we collect a second se
residual dipolar coupling data in a different alignment med
(10) (alignment 2) and again determine principal alignm
frames as viewed from each fragment (Fig. 1B). We o
MF1 to superimpose with the reference orientation of MF
Fig. 1A top (Fig. 1B top), and solve for the possible princ
alignment frames (all possible directions forx9, y9, andz9 are
shown). We then orient MF2 to superimpose with each o
four possibilities shown in Fig. 1A and solve for the alignm
frame orientation in each case (Fig. 1B bottom). Only in
case, the second orientation for MF2, does the alignment f
coincide with that for MF1. Hence, the combination of M
and MF2 in this orientation will correspond to the corr
structure.

Experimentally, this approach assumes an ability to m
late the order tensor governing partial alignment and an a
to do this in a way that doesn’t simply change the magni
or asymmetry, of alignment, but changes the order te
orientation relative to all three principal directions. Th
changes in order tensor properties have previously bee
ported using different aligning reagents (17), changing pH in
the presence of His-Tag on the protein (10), and by doping
bicelle media with charged lipids (10, 18). We use the latte
approach for modulating order tensor properties.

RESULTS

The experimental feasibility of the approach prese
above was tested using backbone15N–1H residual dipolar cou-
pling data measured in zinc rubredoxin fromClostridium pas
teurianum (CpZnRd) dissolved in two bicelle media.15N-
enriched CpZnRd was expressed and purified as previ
described (19). Bicelle media composed of dimyristoyl-pho

hatidylcholine (DMPC) and dihexanoyl-phosphatidylcho
DHPC) at 3:1 (DMPC:DHPC) molar ratios were also prep
s previously described (3, 6). Two NMR samples were mad
oth samples contained 10% (w/v) bicelles,;2 mM CpZnRd
00 mM phosphate buffer, and 150 mM sodium sulfate.
ample was doped with negatively charged sodium dod
ulfate (SDS) (4% relative to DMPC) while the second sam
as doped with positively charged cetyltrimethylammon
romide (CTAB) (3% relative to DMPC). Doping bicelles w
harged lipids has also been previously described, for en
ng bicelle stability (18), for reducing macromolecule intera
ions with bicelles (18), and for obtaining a new independ
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residual dipolar coupling data (10). 15N–1H splittings were
measured using a coupling enhanced variation of an indir
coupled HSQC, where couplings are allowed to evolve
twice the time in the indirect dimension (2t 1) compared t
chemical shift (t 1) (20). This experiment yields a 2D15N–1H
correlation spectrum where contours in the indirect dimen
are split by twice the value of15N–1H couplings (20). 15N–1H
splittings were measured as peak separations from 1D
along the15N dimension. Errors in splittings determined fr
the rmsd between measured values, from pairs of ident
acquired spectra, indicate a uniform precision of measure
of approximately 1 Hz. Residual dipolar coupling dataD)
were calculated as the difference between splittings mea
in the absence (J) and presence of bicelle aligning reag
( J 1 D). A final error of 2 Hz was used in the analysis
residual dipolar couplings.

Data were then clustered into two sets representing di
fragments of the CpZnRd molecule. One fragment conta
residues 1–14 and 37–53 which are close to the metal c
(MF1) while the other fragment contained all remaining r
dues 15–36 (MF2). The five order tensor parameters for
and MF2 were independently computed for the SDS me
and for the CTAB medium using15N–1H residual dipola
ouplings (19 data in MF1 and 8 data in MF2). Internuc

FIG. 2. A Sauson–Flamsteed projection map depicting the orientatio
ext) using residual dipolar couplings measured in a CTAB doped bic
determined for an SDS doped bicelle medium (shown as black circles
“ORDERTEN_SVD” (11) (available at the Web address: http://tesla.ccrc.
overlaps with orientational solutions for MF1 in all three principal direct
nal solutions determined for two molecular fragments in CpZnRd (MF1 an
elle medium. All solutions are depicted relative to the principal axis sys)
). Orientational solutions were obtained using a previously described proled

uga.edu) using 100,000 reiterations. Note that only one set of solutions (MF0) of MF2
ions.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the reassembled CpZnRd molecule determ
using residual dipolar couplings from two different media with the X
structure (PDB 1IRN) (21). Molecular fragment 1 (MF1, shown in black)
superimposed in the two structures and the relative orientation of M
shown in black (X-ray) and red (residual dipolar couplings) (21). The deviation
in relative orientation does not exceed 5°.
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coordinates from an X-ray structure (PDB 1IRN) (21) were
used along with a previously described prog
ORDERTEN_SVD to carry out the calculation (11). Rathe
han using graphical depictions of the molecular fragm
ith superimposed axes, we plot experimentally determ
xis-directions as clusters of points on a projection of a g
alled a Sauson–Flamsteed plot (Fig. 2) (11, 14). This proce
ure follows the depictions shown in Fig. 1. We chose
rientation for MF1 as a reference frame for the data in
DS doped bicelle, such that thez axis is at the apex of th
auson–Flamsteed plot and thex axis extends from the cen

black dots). Four orientations for MF2 (MF20, MF2x, MF2y,
and MF2z) that are consistent with the SDS data and that y
coincident order tensor frames with MF1 were generate
180° rotations about the principalx, y, andz axes (Fig. 1A)
Solutions for order tensor frames determined in the CT
doped bicelle are shown in various colors. We show solu
for the reference MF1 in violet. Note that orientations of S
and CTAB frames differ by'20° in thex andy direction and
'10° in thez direction; the two order tensors are noncoi
dent. The five elements of the order tensor for the CT
medium were determined from the point of view of MF2 us
the four orientations MF20, MF2x, MF2y, and MF2z as inpu
coordinates. The four sets of axis orientations are shown in
2. Note that none of principal axes determined for Mx

(orange spots) or MF2y (red spots) overlap with the princip
axes determined for MF1 (violet spots). Only one of the pri-
cipal axes (z axis shown in blue spots) of MF2z overlaps a

rincipal axis of MF1 (violet spots). A consistent orientat
ust result in overlap of orientational solutions about all t
rincipal axes. Therefore, none of these three orientatio
F2 relative to MF1 are consistent with residual dipolar c
lings measured in bicelles doped with CTAB. The orie

ional solutions of MF2o (green spots) do overlap with those
MF1 in all three principal axes directions. This orientation
MF2 relative to MF1 is also in agreement with the X-
structure orientation (PDB 1IRN) (21). Figure 3 shows both th
ntact rubredoxin and reassembled rubredoxin using the c
f the green cluster as axis definitions for fragment 2. It is c

hat the correct geometry is selected by this analysis.

DISCUSSION

Thus far, we have demonstrated a direct approach fo
ambiguously determining the relative orientations of kn
molecular fragments using residual dipolar couplings f
aligning reagents that yield noncoincident order tensors.
manipulation of bicelle systems by doping with charged li
provides a convenient way for obtaining noncoincident o
tensors, though other methods have also been proposed (10). It
s important to note that the inherent resolution in discrimi
ng between the various orientational solutions using this
roach will depend on the level of noncoincidence betwee

wo order tensors. Even though noncoincidence in thez direc-
ts
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ion is only on the order of 10°, resolution proved sufficien
iscriminate between all four possible orientations. One w

ike to have larger differences. The high ionic strength use
tabilizing the CpZnRd sample may have contributed to
mall differences by attenuating the electrostatic interac
esponsible for changing partial alignment upon additio
harged lipids (18). It is possible to have large overall diffe
nces with an accidental coincidence of one axis. How
ven in this case, one can still reduce the orientational de
racy from four to two. This twofold degeneracy would rem
ecause a 180° rotation about the coincident principal
ould always yield an indistinguishable axis system.
The resolution in discriminating between orientational s

ions will also depend on how well determined the order te
rientations are. This will depend on the asymmetry param

h, the number of independent residual dipolar couplings m
sured for each fragment, and the precision of measure
While higher asymmetry values are desired for uniquely
termining theSxx andSyy orientations, we are able to succe-
fully apply this approach with a moderately high asymm
parameter for the CTAB alignment (h 5 0.69) and not ver
well determined orientation forSxx andSyy (Fig. 2). In addition
we used 1915N–1H residual dipolar coupling data from one
the molecular fragments (MF1) and only 815N–1H residua
dipolar coupling data from the second molecular fragm
(MF2). While eight is a relatively small number of resid
dipolar coupling data, we were fortunate to have a b
distribution in directions making the15N–1H interaction vector
quite independent.

Our choice of molecular fragment was quite arbitrary. F
real situation the choice is more likely to be a secon
structural element. Secondary structural elements are an a
tive choice for molecular fragments in proteins since their l
geometry can be inferred from backbone NOE and3J coupling
data without the necessity to collect side chain data (8, 22).
This level of independent interaction vectors will be redu
when molecular fragments are regular secondary struc
elements such asa-helices andb-sheets, where many15N–1H
internuclear vectors are close to parallel (12). Supplementin
15N–1H data with 1H–1H or 13C–1H residual dipolar couplin
data would resolve limitations imposed by these regular s
tures and allow a broader application of this approach (16, 23–
25). Generating such data, and resolving the orientationa
generacy in orientation from residual dipolar couplings, i
important step toward rapidly determining protein backb
structures for unknown proteins.
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